GOING GREEN
EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY
►Teacher’s Handbook and Materials

Going Green is part of the Teach about US initiative and
laureate of the 2015 Deutschland – Land der Ideen award.
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Dear Teacher,
Welcome to the Going Green Project! 'Going Green'
is an intercultural blended-learning project and the
product of a partnership between the U.S. Embassy
in Berlin, the University of Lüneburg, and LIFE e.V. In
a pilot project in 2014, German and U.S. students
explored approaches to sustainable development
collaboratively through an e-learning platform
(Moodle). Starting in September 2015, “Going

Green” will be part of a larger teaching platform
Teach about US with updated content. Schools
throughout the country will navigate through web
2.0 applications and social media, and exchange
their findings. They will publish their local initiatives
online and contribute them to concluding regional
student conferences on and around Earth Day
2016.

Teaching Principles
In this school project, we offer a selection of up-todate authentic teaching materials on U.S.-American
culture and the issue of sustainable development in
the 21st century. The project has an open design
allowing for different degrees of implementation in
your classroom in accordance with local state and
school curricula, time budgets, teaching and
learning
practices,
and
technological
infrastructures. Yet, we do emphasize several core
principles of teaching and learning in this project.
Tasks-cycles and materials in the Going Green
project were designed following a task-based,
integrated-skills approach to foreign language
instruction, they provide a guided introduction of
computer-assisted language learning to teachers
with little e-learning experience. They also open an
exciting
avenue to fostering
intercultural
communicative competence.

Computer-assisted language learning
Whether you complete the Going Green project in a
blended learning format with your students
enrolled on the Teach about US learning platform
and include activities such as peer editing, forum
discussions, or blog writing, or whether you teach
Going Green in a more traditional setting with this
paper-and-pencil handbook, the Going Green
curriculum introduces the following competencies:

Task-based language learning & teaching
All Going Green materials are organized in thematic
task-cycles that logically build upon one another,
but can also be used individually. These task-cycles
typically involve a chain of activities that (a) conclude
with a clearly defined product, (b) focus on the
meaning of communication instead of isolated
linguistic and grammatical structures, and (c) reflect
patterns of real-world communication. Yet, there is
also a place for explicit study of language:
Throughout the curriculum you or your students
can select language exercises according to your
specific goals and needs.

reading in the web, evaluating information
resources critically, participating in digital
discourses in forums and social media, and
presenting oneself in the digital arena through user
videos to your classroom. We understand that even
the most fascinating technological advances can be
of little use in the classroom if not supported by a
critical and robust pedagogy to support its
implementation. Going Green materials have been
developed in line with current research on schoolbased blended learning research and in close
exchange with practitioner teachers.
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Intercultural communicative competence
The thematic focus of this teaching unit is on U.S.American culture and approaches to sustainable
development in a transatlantic perspective. Through
the critical review of authentic texts and local case
studies, students are encouraged to perform a

change of (cultural) perspectives. While students
might hold—and openly exhibit—unreflected

stereotypical images of their transatlantic partners
(and even their own native culture), authentic texts
and local case studies can stimulate learners to
develop what has been termed an ‘insider’s
perspective’ into the target culture in foreign
language research. When German learners, for
example, explore that in the U.S. many political and
civic initiatives to protect the environment and
combat climate change originate on the local level
of individual communities and NGOs – and not
necessary on the federal government level -, this
insight can change the way they perceive this target
culture – and, in turn, their own. In addition, Going
Green can serve as an avenue to strengthen or
initiate transatlantic partnerships between schools
or courses. Does your school participate in a
German-American exchange program? Then why
don’t you participate with your exchange partner as
a team.

Going Green and German State Curricula for EFL
Going Green is designed for a target group of
intermediate-advanced English learners in grades
10 and above of the German Gymnasium. Yet, the
pilot project conducted in 2014 proved that the
curriculum also works with younger learners or
vocational and other secondary schools. A quick
look at the 16 state curricula will show that the
topics of sustainability/environmentalism and the
cultural framework of the U.S. are represented in all
of these curricula. The overview below lists different
points of departure for integrating Going Green
teaching contents in regular classes.
It follows that the suggested classroom work
should cover curriculum contents and can, if
necessary, be easily extended or adjusted. Think of
it as an invitation to incorporate new teaching and
learning resources into your classes as well as a
strong connection to learning with digital media and
authentic resources.

classroom work is designed in a way that also allows
for selective classroom use if available time budgets
are restricted. For example political cartoons that
do not necessarily require high proficiency in
English, can be easily adjusted according to specific
learner needs and ability.
We also (and especially) invite teachers and
students of English and CLIL (content and language
integrated learning, or bilinguales Sachfachlernen)
courses in Germany as well as interested courses in
the U.S. to participate in the project and the student
competition for sustainable action plans. The
thematic framework of environmentalism is highly
relevant to other school subjects, such as
Geography, Biology, or Social Science, and Going
Green allows for an interdisciplinary approach.
Contact the Teach about US team for further
suggestions regarding these aspects.

Two more aspects are of interest here:
Although aiming at older high school
students, many Going Green contents are also
suitable for younger learners. Teachers can make
adjustments to tasks and materials as well as adapt
the level of task support on the Teach about US
platform or in their classrooms. The proposed
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Bundesland
Baden–
Württemberg
Bayern

T = Themenbereich/-schwerpunkt; Q = Thema in der Qualifikationsphase; Zahl = Angabe
des Halbjahres (sofern vorgegeben)
T: Chancen & Probleme soz. Wandels & der Globalisierung; T: zeitgenössisches öffentliches
Leben & politische Kultur d. USA; u.a.m.
T: Umwelt, Natur, Wissenschaft und Technik

Berlin

Q3: Eine Welt—Globale Fragen; Q4: Herausforderung der Gegenwart

Brandenburg

Q3: Eine Welt—Globale Fragen; Q4: Herausforderung der Gegenwart

Bremen
Hamburg
Hessen
Meckl.-Vorp.
Niedersachsen
NRW
Rheinl.-Pfalz
Saarland
Sachsen

T1: Universelle Themen der Menschen; T2: Aktuelle Lebenswirklichkeit i. d. anglophon. Welt
T2: Politische & soziale Themen der Gegenwart; T2: Universelle Themen der Menschheit
Q1: The Challenge of Individualism (USA, Science & Technology); Q4: The Global Challenge
Q3: Eine Welt—Globale Fragen; Q4: Herausforderung der Gegenwart
T1: Beliefs, values & norms in Western societies: T5: Globalisation; T6: Science & technology
T1: Erschließung von Alltagswirklichkeiten; T4: Themen & Inhalte von globaler Bedeutung
T4: Naturwissenschaften—Technologie—Ökologie,
Q1: Aspects of society; Q2: Science, technology, ecology
T: „sich positionieren zu Contemporary Issues in Politics and Society: science and
technology, environment”; u.a.m.

Sachsen-Anh.

T: The American Way of Life; T: Challenges of Our Time;

Schlesw.-Hol.

T4: Erhalt der natürlichen Lebensgrundlage; T5: Strukturwandel

Thüringen

T2: People in Society; T3: Politics & Economy; T4: Environment, Science, Technology

The Going Green Curriculum
The suggested classroom work for Going Green can
be divided into three steps: an introduction to the
topic of sustainability, an exploration of four
exemplary challenges, and the collaborative
production of a joint product (the sustainability
action plan), which may include participation in the
Going Green student competition for sustainable
projects. The overview below shows the project
structure of Going Green:
These three sections are, in short:

1

What is sustainability?

Section 1 serves as a general introduction to the
Going Green 2014 project and to the topic of
sustainability. This is the general structure of this
section:

WARM-UP: Attitudes and stereotypes
RESEARCH: The Ecological Footprint
CULTURE: Local, state, and federal perspectives
on sustainability

2

Group work // Exploring the challenges

Section 2 introduces students to four interesting
subtopics of sustainability:
Plastic//Recycle
City//Transport
Food//Sustainable
Fashion//Toxic
Students can choose which of these modules they
would like to explore. The modules all follow the
same structure including a warm-up phase, a
research task, a case study, and a so-called ecoPage 3

challenge. In addition, there is a selection of
language tasks and exercises for each of these
modules.

3

Your sustainable action plan

Section 3 contains the task description for your
course's sustainability action plan. Your students

should agree on one topic for the final project –
their sustainability action plan. The instructions in
the TASK: Sustainability project provide a general
structure for your students' work. It leaves enough
room for topic choice, use of media, context of the
sustainability action plan, and other aspects.

1. What is sustainability?

4-6 lessons

2. Group work // Exploring the challenges

Plastic//Recycle

City//Transport

Food//Local

Fashion//Toxic

6-8 lessons
6-8 lessons

3. Your sustainability action plan

How to Use this Teacher’s Handbook
This teacher’s handbook is a condensed version of
the teaching materials and task-cycles to be found
on
the
Teach
about
US
platform
at
http://teachaboutus.org. The following pages contain
the core activities for all three phases of the Going
Green project in the form of print-ready work
sheets. You can use these activities in your
classrooms entirely or make your own selection and
cover the Going Green curriculum in a more cursory
fashion. While the activities outlined in the
worksheets do not require that your students enroll
on the platform individually or that you complete all
activities in your school’s computer lab, they do
focus on using different sorts of digital texts and
applications. This means that activities like
participating to forum discussions, contributing to
an online course glossary or collaborating in a
course wiki have been intentionally excluded from
the worksheets. But your students will have to
complete a number of activities using a computer
and going online. These online phases are always
linked back to face-to-face classroom activity so as
to allow for an effective integration into traditional
teaching contexts.

Except for these introductory remarks, the
teacher’s handbook comes without further
instructions for teachers like lesson plans or
extensive teaching rationales. The preview Going
Green e-classroom, however, includes detailed
‘Teaching Notes’ at the beginning of each curriculum
section. In addition to information and useful tips
for integrating the suggested classroom work in
your daily practice, they also offer selected
background information complementing the tasks
and materials.
The following overview introduces
suggested classroom work in brief.



the

YOUR ATTITUDES TOWARDS
SUSTAINABILITY

Everybody has stereotypes and underlying
assumptions concerning the topic of sustainability,
but also towards the question how our countries—
the U.S. and Germany—go about addressing
environmental challenges.
The worksheet should elicit and help
students become aware of these stereotypes as
well as activate prior knowledge and assumptions.
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We suggest that your students fill out the
questionnaire and then discuss the outcomes in
class together. If you have enough time, why don't
you ask your students to summarize your course’s
results on a poster? Your students could review
these and identify extreme opposites or general
trends and formulate study questions to be
answered in the upcoming lessons. At the end of the
project, have your students revisit these answers
and reflect upon their changed views and insights.



THE ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

At this stage, students will learn what the topic of
sustainable development entails. An important part
of this goal is to define the core terminology and
concepts necessary to develop a basic understanding of the issue. The worksheet introduces students
to the concept of the ecological footprint and the
most important related terms and concepts (task 1);
it then asks students examine their lifestyle’s impact
on the environment by calculating their own
ecological footprints and discussing their results
critically in class (tasks 2 & 3).
The materials used here include audiovisual
texts that can be viewed individually or in class. The
ecological footprint questionnaire (task 2) requires
web-access. Additional resources can be accessed
by students at their own will.



WHAT IS SUSTAINABILITY?

This worksheet focuses on the underlying concept
of sustainability. In order to evaluate different
approaches to sustainable development, students
should construct a conceptual understanding of
this topic. Starting from their own views and
assumptions (task 1), learners review audiovisual
texts and deduce definitions of sustainability and
related terms. The suggested resources exemplify
that sustainability has different connotations in
everyday language; it can be understood from the
perspective of different agents (for example, the
local farmer vs. a fisherman vs. business owners,
and so on); and it should satisfy different needs
according to the so-called ‘three-pillar model’. This
model posits that sustainable development needs
to consider and equally satisfy ecological, economic,
and social perspectives towards a given challenge.
On a more general plane, the notion that definitions
are not necessarily clear-cut or set in stone and, as
in the case of sustainability, socioculturally

dependent, is an important one for learners to be
deduced here.

GROUP WORK // EXPLORING THE
CHALLENGES
As outlined above, students can now choose to
focus on one of four study modules addressing the
topics of plastic pollution, urban development, local
food production, or sustainable fashion. These
modules follow the same parallel structure (see
below) and can be explored in small groups.
Alternatively, your students can decide on one
single module as a course. The following
descriptions address the individual task types of
these modules instead of presenting each module
individually.



RESEARCH TASK

Students explore an exemplary issue or challenge
connected to the module topic in this research task
(for example, the issue of marine plastic pollution
and the Great Pacific Garbage Patch). The
information is presented mainly in the form of
videos, infographics, texts, and further web-based
media. The research task description directs
students through this variety of materials so that
they can develop a concise understanding of the
challenge instead of browsing the web without any
clear direction or goal.
As an outcome to this activity, students
document their findings (for themselves as well as
for their classmates) in the form of a collage or
poster, which they should present briefly in an oral
presentation in class.



CASE STUDY TASK

The case study task encourages students to explore
one local manifestation of the environmental issue
of the module. The case studies combine a critical
look at the environmental challenge (for example,
the plastic pollution and the Great Pacific Garbage
Patch), its impact on local U.S. communities (for
example, the West coast of the U.S.), and thereby a
focus on American culture, as well as possible ways
of addressing it politically in the civil society (for
example, through public awareness campaigns by
NGOs and petitions to ban single use plastic bans).
As an outcome to this task, students should
discuss their findings in their small group using the
guiding questions in the task instructions and
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prepare a report for their classmates (either orally
or in the form of a poster).



ECO-CHALLENGE

Students now progress from the general module
topic and its representation in the U.S. to their own
local environment. It is, for example, easy to view a
challenge like marine plastic pollution solely as an
issue for the U.S., while neglecting its relevance and
immediacy in the students’ environment. Yet, it is
precisely this interconnectedness of environmental
challenges and the fact that the issues presented in
Going Green easily transcend national borders
which can fuel student engagement in environmental activism. The eco-challenge bridges both
cultures in a research- and process-oriented
manner. Students are asked to analyze how the
module topic affects their local community (that is,
their town/city, neighborhood, family, friends,
school, etc.). Potential questions might include,
— How much food waste is regularly produced at our
school cafeteria?
— Which civic groups are involved with environmental questions and policies in our community?
— How are our foods grown or our clothes produced,
how far do they travel until being sold in stores,
and under what ethical circumstances are they
produced?
— How bike-friendly is our community and what
needs to happen so that more students or commuters use their bikes for transportation?
This can be done, for example, by performing
an experiment (adopting a vegetarian diet for two
weeks), conducting
interviews
(with
local

businesses, the mayor, NGOs, fellow students),
administering a questionnaire survey (on the street,
at school), taking photos or recording a video (of a
public awareness campaign, plastic pollution on the
school grounds). Students should document their
eco-challenge and present their product in class.



YOUR SUSTAINABILITY ACTION PLAN

In the target task of this unit, your students should
agree on one topic for the final project—their
‘sustainability action plan’. The task instruction
provide a general structure for your students’ work.
It leaves enough room for topic choice, use of
media, context of the sustainability action plan, and
other aspects related to their action plan and its
presentation.
The core idea here is that learners will take up
one aspect they have encountered during the ecochallenges (or even a new one), identify the
underlying problem, develop ideas for a solution as
well as indicators for evaluating their success and
collaboratively plan their project. The final step will
be to plan or pilot the action plan’s implementation
in their environment (course, school, town etc.).
Again, it is you and your students who decide
on the form of presentation and/or documentation
of your class project. There is no limitation as to
which media or communication channel should be
used. This aspect, of course, will also be
acknowledged in the Going Green student
competition (s. below). A procedure with awards in
different categories will be implemented, so that, for
example, a poster will not have to compete with a
video contribution.

Participating in the Going Green Student Competition
The U.S. Embassy and their partners invite all
participants to enter their action plans into a
student competition with awards for outstanding
products arising from classroom work. We believe
that this is an excellent opportunity to boost student
motivation and to strengthen the understanding
that their approaches for sustainable development
are relevant to their communities and beyond. From
the 2014 pilot project we know that in most cases,
student engagement to produce an action plan
exceeded their teachers’ expectations (and ours

included) by far! Many participants saw their action
plans and project outcomes featured in local
newspaper articles and radio reports, at school
festivities and even town hall meetings.
We would like to emphasize that participants
are encouraged to submit their contributions,
regardless of class grade or school level or even the
type of action plan. In 2014, the competition
categories were formed after receiving the
submission, reflecting the open character of the
contribution. As educators ourselves, we
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understand that a poster should not have to
compete with a complete website and social media
campaign, that some participants naturally will have
more time to prepare their action plans than others,
and that young learners (in 2014, a grade-six course
from Aalen won one of the awards!) will produce
different outcomes than, for example, a year twelve
AP English course.
In order to take part in the Going Green
student competition, your students (one
representative) or you will have to submit your
course's contribution by the submission deadline,
March 24, 2016 (before midnight). This will be done
by uploading the product (or a link to the product)
onto the Teach about US platform. To do this, a
registered and logged-in user needs to visit the
platform’s Going Green section, enter the Virtual
Town Hall, go to the section ‘Your sustainability
action plans’ and enter your action plan into the
‘DATABASE: Your sustainability action plan’. If—for
whatever reason—your upload fails, you may also
submit your group’s contribution via e-mail to the
Going Green team.

The contributions will go through a twofold
evaluation process: The jury of experts in
sustainability as well as your students themselves
will have a chance to evaluate the submissions
online before the concluding Going Green student
conferences taking place on Earth Day 2016 (April
22, 2016). We will announce more information on
this procedure in due time.

Joannis Kaliampos,
on behalf of the Teach about US team and partners at
the U.S. Embassy in Berlin, the U.S. Consulates and
German-American Institutes in Germany, LIFE e.V.
Berlin, Leuphana University of Lüneburg, and the
Goethe Institute in Washington D.C., with support by the
Berlin Senate Department for Education, Youth and
Science.

The subsequent pages contain the print-ready worksheets of the Going Green curriculum.
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 WORKSHEET: What are your attitudes towards sustainability?
Tasks
(1) Fill out the questionnaire. Think about and answer the questions. The goal is to reflect on your personal assumptions towards
sustainability, so there are no right or wrong answers here.
(2) Review your classmates’ responses. Discuss your responses orally in your class. These questions could be helpful:
— Are there any responses that surprised you or that you did not expect?
— Are there any questions that reveal larger trends? Which ones?
— Are there questions with opposing responses? What are some of the extreme answers?

1

Think of the U.S. and its population's attitudes towards the environment. Do you think there is a typical attitude? What
words, ideas, or images come to your mind? Give some examples (at least 3).

2

What images came to your mind in the previous question about the U.S. and the environment? The collages below
represent two extreme stereotypes of sustainability in the U.S.

Which collage most resembles your ideas – the one on the left or on the right? Tick a point on the scale to indicate your
impressions.
collage on
the left

3

undecided

collage on
the right

Now think of Germany and the Germans' attitude towards the environment. Do you think there is a typical attitude?
What words, ideas, or images come to your mind? Give some examples (at least 3).
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 WORKSHEET: What are your attitudes towards sustainability?

4

What images came to your mind in the previous question about Germany and the environment? The collages below
represent two extreme stereotypes of sustainability in Germany.

Which images most resemble your ideas? Choose a point on the scale to indicate your impressions.
collage on
the left

5

collage on
the right

undecided

One dimension in which we influence sustainable development almost every day are our consumption habits: Every day
we make consumer choices that can have a lasting impact on the world that surrounds us; every day we decide which
products we buy, how much we pay for them, how carefully we select them, and many other aspects. Answer the questions below by indicating your opinion on the scale. There are no correct or wrong answers.
When making consumption choices, how much do you consider impacts on...

6

never

rarely

sometimes

very
often

always

the natural environment?











the society and people?











the economy?











To what extent do you agree/disagree with the statements below? Indicate your answers on the scale:
strongly
disagree

rather
disagree

undecided

rather
agree

strongly
agree

When I buy clothes, I mainly care about appearance,
quality, and price. The conditions under which the clothes
were produced are not my responsibility.











It's up to the individual to decide whether or not to buy and
drive an SUV.











In the name of securing a sustainable future, we have the
right to break the law.
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 WORKSHEET: The ecological footprint
The ecological footprint

”

Footprints. We make them everywhere we go. But unlike the impressions we leave in mud or sand, which we can
clearly see, our Ecological Footprints outline the space we each need to survive.
Understanding exactly how big our Ecological Footprints are can be difficult because they encompass all the space
and resources we need to live—light (energy), air, water and soil.
Learn how the choices you make affect the size of your Ecological Footprint.
—IslandWood.org

Task: What is the ecological footprint?
(1) Watch these following videos to learn about the concept of the ecological footprint. Below each video you will find some
keywords that are explained in it. Take notes and try to define these terms. Together with your classmates, you can write the
definitions on large index cards and post them on your classroom wall.

Video.
Global Footprint Network: What is ecological overshoot?
https://youtu.be/NJtrMMa4VOM

Keywords: ecological footprint, ecological debt, ecological credit or capital, global overshoot

Video.
Veolia: Let's reduce our environmental footprint!
https://youtu.be/p9cCFBcVRO4
Keywords: environment, footprint, carbon footprint, water footprint, resources footprint, ecosystems footprint
Task: What is your ecological footprint?
(2) Explore your own ecological footprint and become aware of your lifestyle's impact on our planet's limited resources. Visit
the IslandWood.org footprint calculator and answer the questions about your lifestyle.
(3) Follow-up: Answer the following questions alone at first and make detailed notes. Then, discuss them in class and comment
on the results of others. You can focus on these guiding questions:
—
—
—
—

What are generally the most surprising outcomes and statistics?
Which of your expectations were fulfilled or not?
Where can you find similarities or significances between your individual results?
Where do we begin if we want to reduce our footprints?

Interactive.
Center for Sustainable Economy: Ecological footprint quiz
https://islandwood.org/footprint-calculator/
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 WORKSHEET: What is ‘sustainability’?
Tasks
(1) What does sustainability mean to you personally? Take a few moments and note down a definition or keywords concerning
your own understanding of the concept.
(2) Share your idea with a partner or a small group and compare and discuss your ideas. Where are the differences and
similarities? Which keywords should be included? Can you formulate a definition on which all group members can agree?
(3) The following resources approach the concept of sustainability from different perspectives. Watch the videos carefully and
take detailed notes. Compare them to your previous discussion and results. Can you modify your previous definition? Pay
attention to what aspects this definition might include and think of examples to support your definition.

Video.
Kingpins: What is sustainability?
https://vimeo.com/51476502

Video.
PBS: Lexicon of sustainability – What is sustainability?
http://vimeo.com/92196477

Video.
Explainity: Sustainability explained
http://youtu.be/_5r4loXPyx8

Figure: Three-pillar model of sustainability (© Facing the Future 2010)
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 MODULE 1: Food // Local
Research task: Exploring Genetically Modified Food
Sustainability does not only concern the aspects of transportation, technology, and energy. In fact, one major topic that
concerns us all immediately is the aspect of sustainable food. In recent years, the debate on genetically modified organisms,
short "GMOs", has produced controversy among many citizens on both sides of the Atlantic. Learn more about this issue by
doing the tasks below.
Tasks
(1) Investigate the issue of GMOs with the resources given below as well as other resources. Focus on these questions first:
—
—
—
—

What are GMOs?
Why are they produced? (see Videos 1 and 2)
What are general advantages and disadvantages linked to GMOs? (see video 3)
What are typical GM foods and ingredients?

(2) Document your findings in the form of a poster or collage. Pin it to your classroom wall for your classmates and present
your findings using this poster/collage.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Video.
PBS: The lexicon of sustainability – GMO
http://vimeo.com/92190378

Video Transcript.
Feeding Nine Billion: Science, Technology and GMOs
http://bit.ly/Feeding9Billion

Text.
World Health Organization: 20 questions on genetically modified foods
http://bit.ly/WHOonGMOs

Video.
Curiosity.com: How Safe are Genetically Modified Foods
http://bit.ly/CuriosityGMOs
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 MODULE 1: Food // Local
Case study task: Chipotle Mexican Grill – A blueprint for sustainable fast food?
When we think of fast food, certain images and expectations usually come to our minds: fat, low nutritional values, etc. But
can fast food also be sustainable food? One U.S. restaurant chain – Chipotle Mexican Grill, based in Colorado – argues that
food served fast does not need to involve the typical fast food experience:

”

Our focus has always been on using higher-quality ingredients and cooking techniques to make great food
accessible to all people at reasonable prices. But our vision has evolved. While using a variety of fresh ingredients
remains the foundation of our menu, we believe that "fresh is not enough, anymore." Now we want to know the
sources for all of our ingredients, so that we can be sure they are as flavorful as possible while we are mindful of the
environmental and societal impact of our business. We call this idea, Food With Integrity, and it guides how we run
our business.
—Chipotle Mexican Grill

Tasks
(1) Research this case study using the resources below. Search for more resources online as needed. Take detailed notes of your
findings and the sources you used. Use these questions to structure your findings:
— What does it exactly mean for food to be local or organic? What is more important to you – local or organic food?
(resource 1)
— What does Chipotle's concept of "Food with Integrity" include? How does the company present itself and its efforts for
a sustainable food through marketing? And what is meant by "Chipotle-nomics"? (resources 2, 3, 4)
— How can Chipotle's commitment to serving sustainable food and its image campaigns as portrayed in the commercials
be evaluated? Also, what do you think about the role of individual businesses for sustainable development? (resources
5, 6)
(2) Report and discuss your findings in class.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Video Text Infographic.
PBS: Lexicon of Food
http://lexiconoffood.com/
(Browse through this video series and the additional materials on the website. You might also find the videos and infographics
on local vs. organic, locavore, urban farming, traceability, and others quite useful.)

Video Text Infographic.
Chipotle Mexican Grill Website
http://www.chipotle.com/
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 MODULE 1: Food // Local

Video.
Chipotle Mexican Grill: Back to the Start (commercial)
https://youtu.be/aMfSGt6rHos

Video.
Chipotle Mexican Grill: The Scare Crow (commercial)
https://youtu.be/lUtnas5ScSE

Text. Video.
Mother Jones: Behind the Burrito: 5 Things Chipotle's Ads Don't Tell You
http://bit.ly/MJchipotle

Text.
The Organic and Non-GMO Report: Chipotle commits to serving "food with non-GMO
integrity"
http://bit.ly/NonGMOReportChipotle
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 MODULE 1: Food // Local
Eco-Challenge: Food and you

Now that you have learned about the challenges and measures in the case study, take a look at your own community:
Tasks
(1) Your guiding question should be: What are challenges that your community (family, friends, school, town/city) faces concerning the module topic? Or are there any best practices that you can share?
(2) Select a research method, plan your research, and carry it out. Remember, small is beautiful! These are some possible
approaches and methods you might wish to apply:
— Conduct a questionnaire survey among your classmates, your sports team, your school, your community.
— Do a (self-) experiment, e.g. avoid using a specific product or change your habits for a period of time.
— Do an expert interviews, for example with people who work in the field under analysis (e.g. environmental activists,
business owners, researchers, engineers, waste mangers, cleaning staff etc.).
— Think of other creative ways to identify and visualize the impact of a sustainability challenge in your community.
(3) Document your approach and findings well, for example in a short PowerPoint or Prezi presentation, a poster, a news report
text, or a photo diary, a popplet, or a video.
(4) Present your work in class (roughly 10 minutes).

Extra: Visit the TeachAboutUS.org website and upload (or link) your product into the DATABASE: Eco-challenges Food//Local in the Virtual Town Hall. Review and comment on other groups’ uploads. Compare them to your own
eco-challenge.

Need some help? Here are some eco-challenge suggestions for Food//Local:

— Take a look at the Non-GMO Project’s ‘Non-GMO Challenge’ at http://bit.ly/Non_GMO_Challenge and find out what it takes
to avoid these products in everyday life. Plan and carry out a self-experiment: Can you live without GMOs for a few or
two? Write a blog diary or take photos or shoot videos to document your experience.

— Review the Northwest Earth Institute’s 2015 Eco-challenges on sustainable food options at http://bit.ly/food_pledge. These
options include pledges like the following: “I will enjoy ______ meals per day with organic ingredients”, “I will enjoy ______
meatless meals per day”, and “I will focus on generating no food waste and pledge to cook ______ meals with zero waste
each day.” Pick one of these self-experiment ideas, try them out for a week or two and document your experiences in a
blog, a photo diary, or a selfie-video.

— Another approach to sustainable food options is the so-called 100-mile diet. Find out what this means by visiting the
ecolife website at http://bit.ly/100mile-diet. Conduct a self-experiment in which you apply the principles of this diet. Document your experiences, e.g. when trying to buy groceries. Write a blog diary, take photos, or shoot a video.
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 MODULE 2: Plastic // Recycle
Research task: The Great Pacific Garbage Patch
The Great Pacific Garbage Patch is a growing concern – not only for environmentalists, but for the fishing industry, tourism,
in fact everyone dependent on a functioning marine eco-system. Learn more about the challenge of the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch (or the "Trash Vortex," as it is called sometimes) as well as its causes and exciting ways to counter this
challenge.
Tasks
(1) Review these materials and create a profile of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch with detailed notes answering the questions:
— What is it?
— Who or what causes it?
— Who is affected by it?
(2) Document your findings in the form of a poster or collage. Pin it to your classroom wall for your classmates and present
your findings using this poster/collage.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Video.
Heal the Bay: The Majestic Plastic Bag
http://youtu.be/GLgh9h2ePYw

Video.
Ben Segall/The Algalita Marine Research Foundation: The Great Pacific Garbage Patch
http://vimeo.com/11704000

Text Infographic Video.
5 Gyres: Understanding Plastic Pollution Through Exploration, Education, and Action
http://5gyres.org/

Text Infographic.
Greenpeace: The Great Pacific Garbage Patch
http://bit.ly/Greenpeace_garbage_patch
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 MODULE 2: Plastic // Recycle
Case study task: The plastic bag ban in Los Angeles
A number of communities in California, as elsewhere in the U.S., have adopted laws to regulate the use of single-use plastic
bags from their businesses or ban them completely. As off last year, Los Angeles has put a law into effect that bans all singleuse plastic bags from stores. It is the largest city in the U.S. to do so and is now attracting politicians and activists from other
cities to follow their lead.
Tasks
(1) Research the situation in L.A. using the resources below. Search for more resources online as needed. Take detailed notes of
your findings and the sources you used. Use these questions to structure your findings:
— Which reasons for a plastic bag ban are discussed in the resources? What are the overall economic, ecologic, and
social reasons in favor of such a ban?
— What is the perspective of those who argue against the ban? Are there overall economic, ecologic, and social reasons
against such a ban?
— What is your own opinion on this issue? Do you agree or disagree with the L.A. approach? Justify your arguments and
be critical and fair.
(2) Report and discuss your findings in class.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Video Text.
CBS L.A.: L.A. plastic bag ban goes into effect new year's day (Dec. 30, 2013)
http://cbsloc.al/1KXFV4tb

Video.
KTLA: Major city bans single use plastic bags (June 18, 2013)
http://huff.to/1Ma3R6M

Text.
L.A. Daily News: Small grocery stores prepare for L.A.'s plastic bag ban (June 29, 2014)
http://bit.ly/LADailyNewsPlastic

Video.
HuffPost Live: 5th Graders Push for Plastic Bag Ban (May 23, 2013)
http://huff.to/1LeDJ5F
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 MODULE 2: Plastic // Recycle
Eco-Challenge: Plastic and you
Now that you have learned about the challenges and measures in the case study, take a look at your own community:
Tasks
(1) Your guiding question should be: What are challenges that your community (family, friends, school, town/city) faces concerning the module topic? Or are there any best practices that you can share?
(2) Select a research method, plan your research, and carry it out. Remember, small is beautiful! These are some possible
approaches and methods you might wish to apply:
— Conduct a questionnaire survey among your classmates, your sports team, your school, your community.
— Do a (self-) experiment, e.g. avoid using a specific product or change your habits for a period of time.
— Do an expert interviews, for example with people who work in the field under analysis (e.g. environmental activists,
business owners, researchers, engineers, waste mangers, cleaning staff etc.).
— Think of other creative ways to identify and visualize the impact of a sustainability challenge in your community.
(3) Document your approach and findings well, for example in a short PowerPoint or Prezi presentation, a poster, a news report
text, or a photo diary, a popplet, or a video.
(4) Present your work in class (roughly 10 minutes).

Extra: Visit the TeachAboutUS.org website and upload (or link) your product into the DATABASE: Eco-challenges Plastic//Recycle in the Virtual Town Hall. Review and comment on other groups’ uploads.

Need some help? Here are some eco-challenge suggestions for Plastic//Recycle:

— Ask grocery store customers or other people in the street about their general habits concerning plastic waste and plastic
materials. Write a newspaper article ora post for your school's blog.

— Take a look at the 30-day challenges by the Travel Well Magazine, for example the #WasteNot or #1TonLess challenges
for some inspiration. Reproduce ideas you find there and present your findings (see http://travelwellmagazine.com/challenges/).

— Count the plastic bags given out at a supermarket for 30 minutes. Then interview some customers about their habits
(but don't forget to ask for permission to do so). Produce a post for your school's blog, a poster, a presentation.

— Replicate the "Catch of the day" campaign by the Surfrider Foundation with trash found in a park, a busy street, or on
your school campus. Present your findings (see
http://bit.ly/CatchOfTheDayPhotos).

— Interview school officials (administration, ground keepers, cleaning or cafeteria staff, etc.) about plastic waste at your
school. Contact your local waste disposal company to ask about average amounts of plastic waste, etc. Present your
findings.
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 MODULE 3: Fashion // Toxic
Research task: Exploring Toxic Fashion
When it comes to fashion and sustainability, some very significant developments can be observed in the past two decades.
You surely know about fast food, but have you also heard about fast fashion? It is a trend that has emerged in the garment
industry and that is producing a growing number of alarming news. In this task, you will learn about the different aspects of
fast fashion and some of its main causes and consequences.
Tasks
(1) Investigate the issue of toxic fashion based on the resources given as well as other resources. Focus on these questions
first:
— What is referred to as the 'true cost' of fashion production?
— What happened during the incident in Bangladesh and why is it so important for this topic?
— What were the reactions to this incident?
(2) Document your findings in the form of a poster or collage. Pin it to your classroom wall for your classmates and present
your findings using this poster/collage.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.
These resources introduce the concept of toxic fashion:

Video.
Andrew Morgan: The True Cost (official trailer)
http://truecostmovie.com/

Text.
An interview with Andrew Morgan, director of "The True Cost"
http://bit.ly/TrueCostInterview

These resources focus more closely on the concept of fast fashion:

Audio Transcript.
NPR All things considered: In Trendy World Of Fast Fashion, Styles Aren't Made
To Last (March 11, 2013) http://bit.ly/NPRFastFashion

Infographic.
PBS Newshour: Popular Brands React to Bangladesh Tragedy
http://bit.ly/PBSFastFashion
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 MODULE 3: Fashion // Toxic

Finally, these resources focus on the social and environmental consequences of fast fashion:

Video Audio Text.
The Guardian: The shirt on your back
http://bit.ly/ShirtOnYourBack

Video.
The Ecologist: Hell for leather
https://youtu.be/4A6siB9B4Ak

Video.
Pumpkin Interactive: Textiles – Environmental impacts
http://youtu.be/NXTIfcfzSnE

Infographic.
Greenpeace: Clothing and the global toxic cycle
http://bit.ly/GreenPeaceFashion
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 MODULE 3: Fashion // Toxic
Case study task: Toxic fashion – and its alternatives
How can we localize some of the sustainability challenges connected to the garment industry? One important aspect that
can increase our understanding of this topic is how people and businesses have reacted to incidents like the Rana Plaza
collapse. In this task you have two options: (a) Investigate the reactions to the Rana Plaza collapse, or (b) investigate a lesserknown incident that shocked the City of New York more than 100 years ago.
Option 1: Reaction to the Rana Plaza Collapse
The Rana Plaza collapse was such a dramatic event that many western media as well as politicians and businesses widely
reacted to it. In the aftermath of the collapse, businesses in the garment industry were confronted with the ethical question
of taking responsibility for grievances of these garment workers' situation. An interesting reaction came from the Walt Disney
company:
Tasks
(1) Research this case study using the resources below. Search for more resources online as needed. Take detailed notes of
your findings and the sources you used. Use these questions to structure your findings:
— Which arguments are discussed in the resources in favor of withdrawing business and factories from countries like
Bangladesh? What other arguments can you think of?
— Which arguments are discussed in the resources in favor of continuing business and factories in countries like Bangladesh? What other arguments can you think of?
— How do you think about the responsibility of Western fashion labels for working and environmental conditions in
countries like Bangladesh? Should they adopt a "stay and improve" strategy, thereby trying to promote positive
change in these countries? Or should they apply a "cut and run" reaction to such tragedies, thereby ending workers'
rights violations?
(2) Report and discuss your findings in class.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Text.
The New York Times: Some Retailers Rethink Role in Bangladesh (May 1, 2013)
http://nyti.ms/1KjQWtf

Text.
The New York Times: When does Corporate Responsibility Mean Abandoning the Ship? (May
2, 2013) http://nyti.ms/1PtueXq
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 MODULE 3: Fashion // Toxic
Option 2: The Triangle Waist Company factory fire
When most people think of the garment industry and workers’ rights violations, developing or less industrialized countries
come to their mind. However, in 2011, the City of New York commemorated the 100th anniversary of the Triangle Waist
Company factory fire,

”

a tragedy in Lower Manhattan that claimed the lives of 146 people, all but 23 of whom were young women. One of
the landmark disasters in American history, it eventually inspired important shifts in the nation's laws, particularly
those protecting the rights of workers and the safety of buildings.
—The New York Times

Tasks
(1) Research this case study using the resources below. Search for more resources online as needed. Take detailed notes of
your findings and the sources you used. Use these questions to structure your findings:
— What happened in 1911 in New York when the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory burned down? Review the sources given
below and take detailed notes about the incident.
— What measures and changes were implemented in the aftermath of the fire? What about women's history and rights,
workers' rights, workplace safety, fire codes, and immigrant issues?
— Although the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire and the Rana Plaza collapse happened more than 100 years apart from
each other, they do show some staggering similarities. Such incidents may not be likely to happen again in the U.S.,
but the problem only seems to have been dislocated to Southeast Asia. What do you think: Is it fair to compare both
examples and, if so, what can be learnt from them?
(2) Report and discuss your findings in class.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Text.
The New York Times: Triangle Fire: A Half-Hour of Horror (March 25, 2011)
http://nyti.ms/1Ptui9A

Audio Transcript.
NPR News: 100 Years After Triangle Fire, Are Workers Safer (March 25, 2011)
http://n.pr/1W2bimY

Additional resources on the legacy of the Triangle fire:
—
—
—
—
—

Women’s history: http://nyti.ms/1Nkds9O
Workers’ rights: http://nyti.ms/1PtuDt2
Work place safety: https://www.osha.gov/
Fire codes: http://nyti.ms/1LZZiYf
Immigrant issues: http://bit.ly/1RRBTxf
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 MODULE 3: Fashion // Toxic
Eco-Challenge: Fashion and you
Now that you have learned about the challenges and measures in the case study, take a look at your own community:
Tasks
(1) Your guiding question should be: What are challenges that your community (family, friends, school, town/city) faces concerning the module topic? Or are there any best practices that you can share?
(2) Select a research method, plan your research, and carry it out. Remember, small is beautiful! These are some possible
approaches and methods you might wish to apply:
— Conduct a questionnaire survey among your classmates, your sports team, your school, your community.
— Do a (self-) experiment, e.g. avoid using a specific product or change your habits for a period of time.
— Do an expert interviews, for example with people who work in the field under analysis (e.g. environmental activists,
business owners, researchers, engineers, waste mangers, cleaning staff etc.).
— Think of other creative ways to identify and visualize the impact of a sustainability challenge in your community.
(3) Document your approach and findings well, for example in a short PowerPoint or Prezi presentation, a poster, a news report
text, or a photo diary, a popplet, or a video.
(4) Present your work in class (roughly 10 minutes).

Extra: Visit the TeachAboutUS.org website and upload (or link) your product into the DATABASE: Eco-challenges Fashion//Toxic in the Virtual Town Hall. Review and comment on other groups’ uploads.

Need some help? Here are some eco-challenge suggestions for Fashion//Toxic:
— Ask fashion store customers or other people in the street about their general habits concerning buying fashion products
and fast fashion. Write a newspaper article or a post for your school's blog.
— Take a look at the 5 >Tips for Shopping Smarter on the True Cost website (http://truecostmovie.com/learn-more/buyingbetter/) for some inspiration. Try out some ideas in a self-experiment and present your findings.
— Take a look at the Uniform Project, where Sheena Matheiken developed her idea of wearing the same dress for an entire
year. See how she did it and how you can replicate her idea (see http://theuniformproject.com/upweb/#!about)
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 MODULE 4: City // Transport
Research task: What makes a city ‘green’?
Progressive approaches to sustainability can be found in particular on the local level in cities and towns that commit to green
reform policies. Many experts argue that, in fact, the cities in the U.S. can be regarded as policy laboratories for potential
national approaches: Solutions that prove to be successful in communities and attract support of the population can become
models for state and national policies.
Tasks
(1) a. Before you review the materials below, brainstorm with your partners how you imagine a sustainable city of the 21 st
century. Think about aspects of transportation, architecture and housing, business, recreation, and any other aspects that
come to your mind. Make detailed notes.
b. Investigate the topic of sustainable urban development based on the resources given as well as other resources. Focus
on these questions first:
— Which aspects and criteria of sustainable cities are new? Note them down.
— Are some aspects more important than others? Decide on your top 5 criteria that make a sustainable city. Add more
aspects that you can think of to these 5 core criteria.
(2) Document your findings in the form of a poster or collage. Pin it to your classroom wall for your classmates and present
your findings using this poster/collage.
You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Video.
Alstom: What is an eco-city?
http://youtu.be/7ygw2L-Qi0c

Text.
Linstroth, Tommy & Bell, Ryan (2011): Local Governments Take the Lead on Climate.
http://1.usa.gov/1LyubUd

Video Text Infographic.
Earth Day Network: Learn about green cities
http://www.earthday.org/greencities/learn/

If you like, you can also take a look at these additional resources:
Video Transcript.
Jeff Speck: The walkable city
http://on.ted.com/Speck
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 MODULE 4: City // Transport
Case study task: Portland, Oregon – A Sustainable City?
As you have seen in the previous tasks, there can be many aspects that make a city green. It is now time to ‘add some flesh
to the bones’ and explore one particular U.S. city that could be seen as a model of green city planning and urban
development: Portland, Oregon. You will explore the central question: Can Portland, Ore. be considered a green city?
Tasks
(1) Research this case study using the resources below. Search for more resources online as needed. Take detailed notes of
your findings and the sources you used. Use these questions to structure your findings:
— What does/does not make Portland a green city?
— Compare the facts about Portland, Ore. to your list of sustainable city criteria. Can we call Portland a "sustainable
city"? Why – or why not? Be critical.
— Based on this case study, what could your own community learn from Portland? Are there any aspects you would like
to introduce to your hometown? Or, on the other hand, is there anything Portland could learn from your hometown?
(2) Report and discuss your findings in class.

You can start your research from here. Search for more resources online as needed.

Video.
Portland: We build green cities
http://vimeo.com/webuildgreencities/pdx

Text Video Infographic.
Portland: We build green cities (website)
http://webuildgreencities.com/

Infographic.
Business Insider: What makes Portland so green?
http://www.businessinsider.com/portland-green-city-infographic-2013-3
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 MODULE 4: City // Transport
Eco-Challenge: Fashion and you
Now that you have learned about the challenges and measures in the case study, take a look at your own community:
Tasks
(1) Your guiding question should be: What are challenges that your community (family, friends, school, town/city) faces concerning the module topic? Or are there any best practices that you can share?
(2) Select a research method, plan your research, and carry it out. Remember, small is beautiful! These are some possible
approaches and methods you might wish to apply:
— Conduct a questionnaire survey among your classmates, your sports team, your school, your community.
— Do a (self-) experiment, e.g. avoid using a specific product or change your habits for a period of time.
— Do an expert interviews, for example with people who work in the field under analysis (e.g. environmental activists,
business owners, researchers, engineers, waste mangers, cleaning staff etc.).
— Think of other creative ways to identify and visualize the impact of a sustainability challenge in your community.
(3) Document your approach and findings well, for example in a short PowerPoint or Prezi presentation, a poster, a news report
text, or a photo diary, a popplet, or a video.
(4) Present your work in class (roughly 10 minutes).

Extra: Visit the TeachAboutUS.org website and upload (or link) your product into the DATABASE: Eco-challenges City//Transport in the Virtual Town Hall. Review and comment on other groups’ uploads.

Need some help? Here are some eco-challenge suggestions for City//Transport:

— Start an interview survey at your school about transportation. Interview your fellow students about how they get to
school each day, that is, which means of transport they use, do they share it, how far do they commute? Ask them also
about their reasons for a certain means of transportation and against another. Write a newspaper article or a post for
your school's blog.

— Take a look at the Bike Commuter Challenge by the Chicago-based Active Transportation Alliance (see http://bikecommuterchallenge.org/) for some inspiration. Together with your group and other likeminded students and teachers, start
your own bike commuter challenge week. Document your experience and findings and present them.
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 WORKSHEET: Your sustainability action plan
Task
Design, plan, conduct, and document your course’s or group’s sustainability project and upload it onto the Virtual Town
Hall on Teach about US to participate in the student competition.
For your project development, follow the six steps of future problem solving:
Six steps of future problem solving:
1. Identifying possible causes and effects of a problem
2. Identifying the underlying problem
3. Brainstorming potential solutions
4. Developing criteria for evaluating solutions
5. Evaluating solutions to determine the best one
6. Developing an action plan
In order to take part in the Going Green competition, your course needs to upload their sustainability action plan or
project onto the Virtual Town Hall by March 24. More information on http://www.teachaboutus.org/ in the Going Green
section.
It is your decision which challenge or problem you want to tackle and how. You are free to choose your own creative
format for presenting your outcome: a screen presentation with PowerPoint or Prezi, an article or a blog, a website, a
video, an animation, a poster, a song—be creative and impress us and yourselves!

Additional tools and resources
We have prepared a rich selection of useful web-tools for presenting
your sustainability action plans. Visit the section More links, tools, and
resources in the Virtual Town Hall for some inspiration.
Feel free to take a look at the Going Green 2014 action plans and
projects that were created by students in Germany and the USA
(http://bit.ly/GGWinners2014).
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